
Under 180 Team Report 

The County Under 180 team had just one match to play at the MCCU Zonal stage – against 
Warwickshire.  Despite this, the MCCU Controller managed to get the venue wrong as Notts were 
due to be the home side – so we eventually travelled to Birmingham.  Notts were able to field eight 
players graded 160+ which was exactly matched by Warwickshire although their upper boards 
outgraded ours.  Unfortunately, although the teams were matched on paper, our lower boards took 
a battering from the West Midlands side where we were outpointed by 6½-1½. The higher boards 
acquitted themselves well with just a defeat on Board One; however Warwickshire were always in 
front and ran out as 10-6 winners. The means that Notts went through to the national stages as 
MCCU2 rather than the first nominees. 

The vagaries of the Counties Championships pairings were evident when we found ourselves with a 
preliminary match against Essex, the SCCU third nominee with the match played at Milton Keynes on 
27th April.  John Swain, Matt Basey and Brian Thompson were extra 160+ players who were available. 
Essex were rather weaker than I anticipated and a close match ensued with every decisive result for 
one side soon matched with a win elsewhere.  As the match neared the end, the teams were all 
square at 7½-7½ and with Matt Basey still at the board with the advantage.  Knowing that a draw 
was sufficient, Matt very sensibly simplified into an ending where his opponent had insufficient 
mating material and the draw gave us a win on board count. This was subsequently amended to an 
8½-6½ win for Notts; Essex having failed to follow the rules on eligibility carefully enough.  As a 
postscript to this, Yorkshire defaulted their quarter-final match against Kent thus making this match 
unnecessary. It’s clear that the £50 default penalty has had no effect with five matches defaulted to 
date.  Something else needs to be done.   

On now to the quarter-finals where we faced Cambridgeshire on a day where Notts had to field 32 
players in the Under 180/Under 160 competition.   The EACU team were in a much better position; 
they had brought forward their U160 by a week losing to Warwickshire by 8½-7½.  I was not pleased 
therefore to see that their Under 180 team was a virtual rehash of the previous week’s U160 with 
some nine players appearing in both matches.  That said, we had strengthened our side substantially 
and outgraded Cambridgeshire on the bottom ten boards. In what I understand was a closely 
contested and friendly match we lost the upper boards and were unable to make headway in the 
lower order and were always trailing.  Even had board count been invoked we would have failed to 
progress.  I note that Cambridgeshire fielded a much stronger side in the semi-final and progressed 
to the final at the expense of SCCU2, Middlesex.  

Captaining two teams into the national stages enabled me to select the best teams possible without 
the usual problems where we have two captains competing for the same pool of players.  We could 
very easily have progressed into the final rounds.  We need to review our commitments at the 
higher county team levels and I am in the process of doing this.   Could I take this opportunity to 
thank everyone who represented the county U180 team this year; particularly those who provided 
transport; I look forward to meeting you all again next season.   

 

Neil Graham. 



 

          

 


